Rules applicable to the ICO Prize:

ICO established in 1982 the ICO Prize, to be given each year to an individual who has made a noteworthy contribution to optics, published submitted for publication before he or she has reached the age of 40. (Specifically, the Prize winner must not have reached the age of 40 before December 31 of the year for which the Prize is awarded). The character of the work of successive Prize recipients should preferably alternate between predominantly experimental or technological and predominantly theoretical.

The prize includes:

A citation,

A cash award of an amount established in the triennial budget of ICO, and the invitation to present an invited paper and receive the award at the next ICO Congress or another ICO meeting mutually agreed to by the bureau and the award winner.

Do you know talented researchers?

If you know of any or have talented researchers that are eligible to such a prize, then please submit a nomination letter to:

Seung-Han Park, ICO Prize, ICO Prize Committee chair, shpark@yonsei.ac.kr
Department of Physics, College of Science Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749. Korea.

Contact information:

Please feel also free to forward this leaflet to other colleagues. In case of any open questions please contact Seung-Han Park as per address above.